Question: 620
Which method does an administrator use to integrate all non-native MFA platforms in PAN-OS® software?
A. Okta
B. DUO
C. RADIUS
D. PingID

Answer: C

Question: 621
Which Captive Portal mode must be configured to support MFA authentication?
A. NTLM
B. Redirect
C. Single Sign-On
D. Transparent

Answer: B
Explanation:
Reference: https://www.paloaltonetworks.com/documentation/80/pan-os/pan-os/authentication/configure-multi-factorauthentication

Question: 622
A session in the Traffic log is reporting the application as “incomplete.” What does “incomplete” mean?
A. The three-way TCP handshake was observed, but the application could not be identified.
B. The three-way TCP handshake did not complete.
C. The traffic is coming across UDP, and the application could not be identified.
D. Data was received but was instantly discarded because of a Deny policy was applied before App-ID could be
applied.

Answer: B

Question: 623
Which event will happen if an administrator uses an Application Override Policy?
A. Threat-ID processing time is decreased.
B. The Palo Alto Networks NGFW stops App-ID processing at Layer 4.
C. The application name assigned to the traffic by the security rule is written to the Traffic log.
D. App-ID processing time is increased.

Answer: B
Explanation:
Reference: https://live.paloaltonetworks.com/t5/Learning-Articles/Tips-amp-Tricks-How-to-Create-an-ApplicationOverride/ta-p/65513

Question: 624
An administrator pushes a new configuration from Panorama to a pair of firewalls that are configured as an
active/passive HA pair.
Which NGFW receives the configuration from Panorama?
A. The Passive firewall, which then synchronizes to the active firewall
B. The active firewall, which then synchronizes to the passive firewall
C. Both the active and passive firewalls, which then synchronize with each other
D. Both the active and passive firewalls independently, with no synchronization afterward

Answer: C

Question: 625
A global corporate office has a large-scale network with only one User-ID agent, which creates a bottleneck near the
User-ID agent server.
Which solution in PAN-OS® software would help in this case?
A. Application override
B. Redistribution of user mappings
C. Virtual Wire mode
D. Content inspection

Answer: B

Question: 626
An administrator is defining protection settings on the Palo Alto Networks NGFW to guard against resource
exhaustion.
When platform utilization is considered, which steps must the administrator take to configure and apply packet buffer
protection?

A. Enable and configure the Packet Buffer protection thresholds. Enable Packet Buffer Protection per ingress zone.
B. Enable and then configure Packet Buffer thresholds Enable Interface Buffer protection.
C. Create and Apply Zone Protection Profiles in all ingress zones. Enable Packet Buffer Protection per ingress zone.
D. Configure and apply Zone Protection Profiles for all egress zones. Enable Packet Buffer Protection pre egress zone.
E. Enable per-vsys Session Threshold alerts and triggers for Packet Buffer Limits. Enable Zone Buffer Protection per
zone.

Answer: A

Question: 627
A web server is hosted in the DMZ, and the server is configured to listen for incoming connections only on TCP port
8080. A Security policy rule allowing access from the Trust zone to the DMZ zone need to be configured to enable we
browsing access to the server.
Which application and service need to be configured to allow only cleartext web-browsing traffic to thins server on
tcp/8080.
A. application: web-browsing; service: application-default
B. application: web-browsing; service: service-https
C. application: ssl; service: any
D. application: web-browsing; service: (custom with destination TCP port 8080)

Answer: A

Question: 628
How does Panorama prompt VMWare NSX to quarantine an infected VM?
A. HTTP Server Profile
B. Syslog Server Profile
C. Email Server Profile
D. SNMP Server Profile

Answer: A

Question: 629
In the following image from Panorama, why are some values shown in red?

A. sg2 session count is the lowest compared to the other managed devices.

B. us3 has a logging rate that deviates from the administrator-configured thresholds.
C. uk3 has a logging rate that deviates from the seven-day calculated baseline.
D. sg2 has misconfigured session thresholds.

Answer: C

Question: 630
To connect the Palo Alto Networks firewall to AutoFocus, which setting must be enabled?
A. Device>Setup>Services>AutoFocus
B. Device> Setup>Management >AutoFocus
C. AutoFocus is enabled by default on the Palo Alto Networks NGFW
D. Device>Setup>WildFire>AutoFocus
E. Device>Setup> Management> Logging and Reporting Settings

Answer: B
Explanation:
Reference: https://www.paloaHYPERLINK "https://www.paloaltonetworks.com/documentation/71/pan-os/panos/getting-started/enable-autofocus-threat-intelligence"ltonetworks.com/documentation/71/pan-os/pan-os/gettingstarted/enable-autofocus-threat-intelligence

Question: 631
An administrator wants multiple web servers in the DMZ to receive connections initiated from the internet. Traffic
destined for 206.15.22.9 port 80/TCP needs to be forwarded to the server at 10.1.1.22.

Based on the information shown in the image, which NAT rule will forward web-browsing traffic correctly?
A)

B)

C)

D)

A. Option A
B. Option B
C. Option C
D. Option D

Answer: D

Question: 632
Refer to the exhibit.

Which will be the egress interface if the traffic’s ingress interface is ethernet 1/7 sourcing from 192.168.111.3 and to
the destination 10.46.41.113?
A. ethernet1/6
B. ethernet1/3
C. ethernet1/7
D. ethernet1/5

Answer: D

Question: 633
An administrator has left a firewall to use the default port for all management services.
Which three functions are performed by the dataplane? (Choose three.)
A. WildFire updates
B. NAT
C. NTP
D. antivirus

E. File blocking

Answer: ABC

Question: 634
Which option is part of the content inspection process?
A. Packet forwarding process
B. SSL Proxy re-encrypt
C. IPsec tunnel encryption
D. Packet egress process

Answer: A

Question: 635
Which three split tunnel methods are supported by a globalProtect gateway? (Choose three.)
A. video streaming application
B. Client Application Process
C. Destination Domain
D. Source Domain
E. Destination user/group
F. URL Category

Answer: A,B,C

Question: 636
Refer to exhibit.

An organization has Palo Alto Networks NGFWs that send logs to remote monitoring and security management
platforms. The network team has reported excessive traffic on the corporate WAN.
How could the Palo Alto Networks NGFW administrator reduce WAN traffic while maintaining support for all
existing monitoring/ security platforms?

A. Forward logs from firewalls only to Panorama and have Panorama forward logs to other external services.
B. Forward logs from external sources to Panorama for correlation, and from Panorama send them to the NGF
D. Configure log compression and optimization features on all remote firewalls.
E. Any configuration on an M-500 would address the insufficient bandwidth concerns.

Answer: A

Question: 637
Which two actions would be part of an automatic solution that would block sites with untrusted certificates without
enabling SSL Forward Proxy? (Choose two.)
A. Create a no-decrypt Decryption Policy rule.
B. Configure an EDL to pull IP addresses of known sites resolved from a CR
D. Create a Dynamic Address Group for untrusted sites
E. Create a Security Policy rule with vulnerability Security Profile attached.
F. Enable the “Block sessions with untrusted issuers” setting.

Answer: A,D

Question: 638
Which two virtualization platforms officially support the deployment of Palo Alto Networks VM-Series firewalls?
(Choose two.)
A. Red Hat Enterprise Virtualization (RHEV)
B. Kernel Virtualization Module (KVM)
C. Boot Strap Virtualization Module (BSVM)
D. Microsoft Hyper-V

Answer: BD
Explanation:
Reference: https://www.paloaltonetworks.com/products/secure-the-network/virtualized-next-generation-firewall/vmseries

